FOR CABLE SIZES UP TO 10.0mm²

Cable in accordance with Clause 1419

Backboard

Cut-out unit with double pole isolation switch and 1 No BS 88 fused out-going circuit

3mm brass gland plate fitted with brass tubes complete with worm drive clips

Source Label

To Lantern

Warning Label 'D'

B way brass earth block

Extension box with terminal blocks

Destination Label

Cables cleated to backboard

Ground Level

Outgoing LA Cable

Incoming LA Cable

To Door

NOTES:

1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise stated.

2. All terminations shall comply fully with the Model Contract Document for Highway Works (MCDHW) Specification.

3. All BS 88 fuses shall be rated in accordance with the equipment manufacturer’s requirements.

4. For 'warning' label details see Drg No SD/14/16

5. For source/destination label details see Drg No SD/14/9

6. All equipment shall be fixed to the backboard using stainless steel screws.